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ABSTRACT 

A majority of the current data base of tubular joint 

tests consists of specimens loaded in compression; therefore the 

purpose of this study was to increase the understanding of 

double-tee (DT) joints loaded in tension. Five tests were 

conducted on DT joints with a - 1.0 and seven tests on B - 0 . 34 

jOints. The program concentrated on the following topi cs: the 

failure limi ts of first crack and ul timate load, the effect of 

chord stress on the ul timate strength, the contri bution of the 

chord length to joint strength and the effect of reserve yield 

• capaci ty in the branch on post-crack strength . The resul ts of 

this program are compared wi th a screened data bas e. 

The results showed that compression chord stress has no 

effect on ultimate strength of B - LOOT joints. The 

significance of the chord length contribution to joint strength 

is very related to the B value. The B - 1.0 joints with a short 

chord showed no reduction in strength while the a - 0.34 joints 

with a short chord showed a significant reduction in strength of 

75%. Therefore the API recommendation for chord strengthening is 

adequate for a - 1.0 joints, but for a - 0.34 joints further 

research needs to be done to determine if the standard is 

adequate. Tests conducted on a - 0.34 joints also showed that 
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the amount of reserve yield capacity in the branch does not 

affect post-crack strength. Hence, API should consider the 

elimination of the first crack concept for tension strength 

capacity. 

Using the data from the research program and the 

existing data base, the following equations for mean ultimate 

strength and first surface crack were developed: 

Ultimate Equation 

Mean: P - 35.4 a FyT2QaY ........... (5 .1l 

0.035y · 75 

1-0 .86a 

Lower Bound: P - 0.818 x Eq . 5.1 

First Crack Equation 

Mean: P 

0.035y·75 

1-0.86a 

Lower Bound: P - 0.866 x Eq. 5.3 

for a < 0.9 

for a > 0.9 

fora<0.7 

for a > 0.7 

The equations incorporate the beta-thinness factor at high a 

values to improve the accuracy. The current API uses a first 

crack limit for design, but the equation is very conservative at 
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high beta values . In order to improve the accuracy of predicted 

strength in tension, as a minimum the API equation should 

incorporate the compression DT equation Os factor in the formula 

for tension . 

API Modified First Crack Equation 

P • (3.4 + 19S)FyT2 Os 

Os • s < 0 . 6 

0.3 s > 0 . 6 
S(I-0 .833S) 
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PREFACE 

The following report gives the results of a study on 

double-tee tubular joints in tension. The report is part of 

Phase III in a series of studies on double-tee joints. Other 

studt es conducted durl ng Phase III of the project are gl ven In 

Ref . 16 , "The Effect of Chord Stresses on the Static Strength of 

DT Tubular Connections" and Ref . 22 , "Stress Concentration 

Factors In Double-Tee Tubular Joints." The study on double-tee 

joints In tension consisted of tests on B - 1.0 and B - O.3~ 

joints . The study Investigated what affects the behavior and 

strength of the joints. The funds for thl s research were 

provi ded by Amerl can Bureau of Shi ppl ng, Amoco Production 

Company , Brown and Root , Inc., Chevron Oilfield Research Co. , 

Conoco, Inc., Gulf Oil Exploration and Production Company , Exxon 

Production Research Company, McDermott , Inc. , '1arathon Oil 

Company , Phillips Petroleum Company , Shell 011 Company , Texaco 

USA, Inc . and Union Oil Company of California. Their support is 

great! y apprecl ated . 
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C HAP T E R 

I NTRODUCTION 

S t rength equations used in 1985 to design circular 

tubular connections have been developed by using experimental 

data . Where data were not available for a particular joint type 

or load con di tion , extrapolations were made from the existing 

data base . Most of the current data base is comprised of 

connections loaded in compression. In a paper published in 1984 

by Ochi et al(13) , an extensive listing of the current data base 

was given . Out of 715 tests listed, only 96 of the test joints 

wer e loaded in tension . 

0 __ • __ 0 __ • __ 0 ,4 
.,.-> ' " 

3 .......... .....-...-..-~ Tens ion 
0_0_0, '><"-:;0 __ _ 

I. 
I. 

t 

/ 
I 

/ 2 

4 

~ Compression 

DEFORMATION 

1 • Elast ic l imi t 

2 • Deformat ion 

3 • C rac~ initiat ion 

4 • Ult imate Load 

Figure 1.1 Typical Load-Deflect10n Relationsh1 ps (20) 
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Figure 1.1 shows typical load-deflection curves for 

both jOints in tension and compression. The compressive strength 

of a joint is a lower bound to its tensile strength. A 

compression failure consists of bending and buckling, therefore 

the load-deflection relationship rises to a maximum value and 

then gradually drops off. In a tension joint, the failure 

consists of material cracking and fracture, usually after 

extensi ve yielding. 

In API RP 2A 15th Ed., Recommended Practice for 

Planning, DeSigning, and Constructing Fixed Offshore 

Platforms(2), a compression jOint design is based on the ultimate 

load, while a tension joint design is based on the first crack 

load. First crack was selected because it is a lower bound, 

there is uncertainty on the amount of post-crack strength and 

according to Marshall and Toprac (12), first craCk would 

functionally impair the jOint for subsequent fatigue service. For 

DT joints in compression and tenSion, the API ultimate strength 

equations are: 

Canpression: P - <3.4 + 13S)FyT2QS ......•••. (1.1) 

Tension: 

0.3 
QS ----

S(1-0.833S) 
for S>0.6 

for S<0.6 

P - <3.4 + 19S)FyT2 •.•.••.•.... (1.2) 
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40 
Branch • 

l Chord 
• 

30 0 • 
d-1t~TT 

>. 
u... Tension a.. 20 N 

Pu =FyT
2
f3.4+ 19,8] .... ~ \."." .... ."." 

...-...-
10 ....-

Compression 

Pu = Fy T
2
[3.4+ 13,8]0,9 

0 
0.0 0 .2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

f3 
Figure 1. 2 Compression Loadlng of DT Joints 
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where B(beta) is the ratio of the outer diameter of the branch(d) 

divided by the outer diameter of the chord(D), T is the thickness 

of the chord and F y is the yield strength of the chord. Figure 

'.2 shows the API equations and the data base that was used to 

develop the compression formula(25). At large B ratios, the 

tension formula becomes a lower bound to the compression formula. 

This seems inherently incorrect, since the compression failure 

load is experimentally a lower value than the tension failure 

load. 

Figure 1.3 shows the first crack load data base used by 

Yura(24) to develop the tension formula. When the first crack 

load was used to define the tension capacity, the number of 

available data points was reduced significantly because many 

references did not report the first crack value. Because there 

are no data poi nts at B - , .0, a conservati ve approach was taken 

and the tension formula was not increased by Qa for B> 0.6. If 

the Q B factor was applied to the tension formula when B a 1.0, 

the first crack load would increase by aOJ. The figure also 

shows that scatter is a problem with tension data. For four 

tests that were very similar, the highest first crack load was 

60~ greater than the lowest. Perhaps the scatter is caused by 

the definition of first crack. Two possible definitions of first 

cr-ack are: fir-st surface crack, a slight crack penetration of 

the base material, or first through-thickness crack, a crack 
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50 
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~~ 
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40 
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f3 

Figure 1.3 Tension Loading of To Y and DT Joi nts 
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penetrating through the entire wall thickness. Also, the methods 

used to detect the first crack may vary. In most published 

research, the defini tion of first crack and the method used to 

detect it are not reported. 

In addition to the a correction factor(Qa)' a 

correction for chord stresses(Qf) is also applied to the API 

ultimate strength formulas and for axial chord load is given by: 

Qr • 1 - 0.03 "Y (P c /P y)2 ••••.••...... (1.3) 

where Pc is the chord axial compressi ve load, Py is the chord 

yield load, and"Y is the thinness ratio(radius of the chord 

divided by the chord thickness). The Qf correction factor was 

developed from a series of compression tests(4) but it is also 

applied to tension joints. If a joint has a PclP y ratio of 0.9 

and a thinness ratio of 25.5, Qf would be 0.38 or the design load 

would drop by 62$. The effect of the factor can be very large; 

therefore the validity of the chord stress correction factor on 

tension joints needs to be investigated. 

If a connection is weak and needs to be strengthened, 

the API code gi ves guidelines for j oint reinforcement. The 15th 

Ed. of API RP2A states that chord reinforcement must extend 0/4 

or 12 in., whichever is the largest, away from the branch. All 

of the current DT tension data have at least D/2 of chord length 

extended away from the branch, whi ch is twi ce the current chord 
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length requirement . Addi tional tests need to be done that 

determine at what chord length the joint strength begins to be 

affected. 

One of the reasons first crack was selected to define 

tension joint strength was the uncertainty of the amount of post-

crack strength in actual structures . In laboratory tests the 

branch is usually overdesigned so that the failure is forced into 

the weld region of the connection. Figure 1.5 shows that the 

connection is divided into two portions, the weld region and the 

effective chord region . The effective chord region is defined as 

the amount of chord outside the weld region necessary to transfer 

the branch forces. When a crack forms, the stresses in the 

branch must be redistri buted (See stress distri bution in Fig. 

1.5). If the branch stresses are low when the crack forms, 

redistribution of stresses can occur over the remaining net area. 

If the branch stresses are near the yield limit, redistribution 

may not be possible and post crack strength may be small. This 

explanation may account for the variation in post crack strength 

shown in Gibstein's tests(6) gi ven in Fig. 1.4. The difference 

between the ultimate load and the first crack load decreased as 

P/Py of the branch increased. Of course, the differences in load 

could also be caused by the variation in 8 alone. It would be 

useful to clarify this situation so that a reliable deftni tion of 

fail ur e could be establi s hed. 
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From these obser vations the following objecti ves were 

de veloped for a research program on tension loaded Joint: 

1 ) to increase the data base of DT jOi nts wi th a • 

1 . 0, 

2) to deter mine what is meant by first crack, 

3) to determine if the Qa factor should also be 

used on tension jOints , 

4) to determine if chord stress has an effect on 

the behavior and/or the capacity, 

5) to determi ne if the correct zone of 

rei nforcement is being used for tension 

jOints, and 

6) to determine if the ratio of the branch P/P y 

has an effect on the behavior and/or the 

capacity. 

In order to achieve the objectives, two test phases 

were devised for DT jOints , one with a. 1.0 and one with B • 

0 . 34 . The B • 1.0 phase of the program consisted of 5 tests: 

1) 3 control tests, where all variables would 

remain constant including fabrication techniques 

in order to strengthen confidence in the scatter 

band of results , and 

2) 2 tests to study the effect the chord has on 

j oint performance one to study the effect of chord 
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load, the second to determine how much of the 

joint strength comes Arom the chord adjacent to 

the connecti on. 

DT joints wi th a 8 .0.34 were selected for the second 

portion of the program so that the joints could be fabricated at 

Phil M. Ferguson Structural Engineering Laboratory(PMFSEL). The 

objecti ve of this portion of the program was to determine if the 

branch P/P y ratio affects the capacity of DT joints in tension. 

Seven tests were conducted, four with low strength steel branches 

to achieve a high P/P y ratio and three wi th high strength steel 

branches to obtain a low P/P y ratio. The specimens were 

basically the same except for the branch strength. Replicate 

tests were done in order to be confident in the ultimate and 

first crack values. 

In the chapters that follow, the 12 tests that were 

conducted in the research program will be discussed. Test 

specimens, setup and procedures that were used are presented in 

Chapter 3. The results from the tests are reported in Chapter 4 

and are analyzed in Chapter 5, followed by conclusions and 

recommendations. Before discussing the experimental program in 

detail, the next chapter will review previous research on 

tension loaded DT tubular connections. 
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C HAP T E R 2 

PREVIOUS WORK 

The current data on DT joints consists of 1 ~9 tests of 

which 57 are DT joints loaded in tension. Many sources were 

checked to find tension tests that were done on DT jOint . The 

most comprehensi ve source of data was a paper published by Ochi 

et al(13) . Once the data base was accumulated, the objectives of 

the f ollowing data base investigation were as follows: 

1) determine which data points are valid, 

2) determine what theoretical equations are 

available for strength prediction and how 

well they agree wi th the experimental data , and 

3) determine if there are any trends in the data. 

The first step in studying the data base was to decide 

what tests constituted valid data points. The cri teria used to 

evaluate data points was developed by Yura et al. (25) and is 

very similar to the cri teria used by the UEG(20). Data points 

were evaluated with four criteria: size, material properties , 

deformation limi ts, and failure type . 

Many DT tension tests have been conducted on very small 

joints with chord diameters as small as 102 mm(~ in.) and with 

branch diameter as small as 3~ mm(1.3~ in.) . With small joints 

it is very difficult to model the local behavior of the 

connection around the weld toe; this 1s especially important in 

11 
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tension joints since many of the joints fail by ductile fracture 

near the weld toe. Because of thi s problem wi th small joi nts, no 

joints that had chord diameters less than 140 mm or 5.5 in. were 

i ncl uded in the data base 

The second criteri on i nvol ved materi al properti es. In 

order for a test to be included, the actual yield strength in the 

tubular member had to be measured. It is not sufficient to use 

the minimum specified yield strength. The actual yield strength 

of a tubular member can be twenty percent or more above the 

minimum specified yield strength. 

The last two criteria dealt with the type of failure. 

The deflection at failure of each test was checked to verify that 

each test did not exceed the deformation lim! t. The deformation 

limi t, tiL, was set at: 

E 

where E _ Young's Modulus, Fy ~ the chord yield stress and L -

the branch length. A member length can be modeled as 30 times 

its diameter, a typical member length for an offshore structure. 

Each test was also checked to verify that failure occurred at the 

connection and not by gross section yielding. A table of the 

screened DT tension data is given in the Appendix. 

The 15th Ed. of API RP2A uses first crack to define 

failure of DT joint in tension, but the most common definition of 

failure is ultimate strength. Strength prediction equations can 
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be established as lower bound, characteristic or mean. 

Characteristic strength is used in ultimate limit state design 

and is most commonly defined as a one-sided tolerance limit that 

has 95 percent of the data exceeding it wi th a 50 percent 

confidence. The mean value strength is developed by determining 

the best fit curve through the experimental data. Table 2. 1 shows 

the different prediction equations that are available for DT 

joints in tension. Figure 2.1 shows the characteristic and lower 

bound equations plotted with the current data base, while Fig. 

2. 2 shows the mean equations with the data base. The newest 

equation on both plots is the UEG. the UEG is based on 17 

samples while the data base contains 31. The Kurobane equation 

is not plotted because of the different parameters that are used 

in that equation. 

From 8 - 0.1 to 0.8 the data stay in a fairly tight 

band, but there is scatter. The largest scatter occurs at a 8 -

0.36, where the scatter percentage difference between the high 

and low value is 60%. All of lower bound and characteristic 

equations stay below 90% of the screened data base, while the 

mean equations bisect the data. At 8 - 1.0, the scatter becomes 

very large , and the equations are very conservati ve for some of 

the data pOints. In the worst case , the equation predicts an 

ultimate load that is four times lower than the experimental 

value. In Table 2. 2 the mean value , the standard deviation and 
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Table 2.1 Ultimate Strength Prediction Equations for DT Joints 
in Tension 

Equation 
Type 

Lower Bound 

API,Yura'80 

Pan'77 

3.4 + 196 

22 .5760 •64 

41.506 3• 42 

Bounds 

0.19<6<0.8 

0.80 < 8 < 1. 0 
---------~--------------------------------------------------------
Characteristic 

IIW,SCXV-E'81 

UEG'85 

Mean 

DnV'77 

UEG,Billington'85 

Ochi'84 

5.8 

1-0.818 

1.2(3 + 158)QB 

Q
8 

• 1 

Qa • 
8( 1-0.8338) 

11 

1 .2-8 

1.61(4.1 + 20.38)QB 

0.25 < B < 1. 0 

8 < 0.6 

8 > 0.6 

o . 25 < 8 < 0.85 

Q8 • same as in characteri sti c 
equation 

2.42 
(O/T)·322 (L/O).24 

1-0.8138 
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TABLE 2.2 Statistical Comparison of Data Base and Strength Prediction Equations. 

------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TEST 
EQUATION PREDICTED 

API 1 .681 

Pan 1.307 

IIW 1.804 

UEG-C 1. 447 

UEG-M 0.795 

Ochi 0.870 

DnV 1.089 

ALL BETA VALUES 

STANDARD COEF. OF TEST 
DEVIATION" VARIANCE PREDICTED 

1.052 (31) 

0.504 (31) 

0.690 (31) 

0.524 (31) 

0.289 (31) 

0.334 (26) 

0.378 (31) 

0.626 

0.386 

0.383 

0.362 

0.363 

0.384 

0.371 

1 .330 

1 . 194 

1 .655 

1 .335 

0.733 

0.785 

1 .023 

" NlJ1lber in ( ) is the mmber of data poi nts. 

BETA < 0.9 

STANDARD COEF. OF PERCENT 
DEVIATION" VARIANCE IMPROVEMENT 

0.312 (26) 

0.297 (26) 

0.422 (26) 

0.305 (26) 

0.168 (26) 

0.260 (21) 

0.255 (26) 

0.235 

0.249 

0.255 

0.229 

0.229 

0.331 

0.249 

70 

41 

39 

42 

42 

22 

33 

'" 
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the coefficient of variance of the experimental value divided by 

the predicted value for each of the equations listed in Table 2.1 

is given. Two statistical analyses were done. One includes all 

the experiments listed in the Appendix, while the second one 

includes only experiments with S values up to 0.9. The average 

of the actual test result divided by the equation prediction 

gives a good indication of the location of the prediction 

equation with respect to the data. The lower bound and 

characteristic equations have averages between 1.3 and 1.8. while 

the mean equations were between 0.8 and 1.1. When the large S 

values are neglected. the equations become much more accurate. 

The standard deviation for each of the equations improved by at 

least 22% and in the case of the API first crack formula. 70%. 

when the joints with S greater than 0.9 were not included . As 

shown in the graph and now with the statistiC. all of the 

equations do a good job for S values below 0.9. Chapter 5 will 

discuss ways of modeling tension load behavior in order to 

increase the reliability of the predictions at S - 1.0. 

The current first crack data along with the percentage 

of post-crack strength is shown in Table 2.3. The trend of 

increasing post-crack strength with increasing reserve yield 

strength in the branch observed in the Gibstein data is not 

verified by the Makino data. But the Makino tests, shown in Fig. 

2.3. help to explain the variations in DT joint tension results. 
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Table 2.3 First Crack Strength Data 

Reference Ulimate First Ultimate Post-Crack 
BetalThinness Branch Crack Load Load Strength 

(P/P y ) (P/F yT2) (P/F yT2) (%) .... -------~-.~--.--.-.---...... -.----.-..... -----.. ------_.-.... -
1) 

2) 
3) 

Gibstein(6) 

0 . 249/14.57 
0.525/14 .70 
0. 821/14.57 

0 .802 
0.432 
0 . 325 

9.25 
13.55 
19.95 

11. 18 
16 .82 
27 . 92 

17.3 
19 . 4 
28 . 7 

-------------r---------------------------------n------------------
Maki no (10) 

1) 0 .764/49.12 0 . 302 37.21 33.96 
2) 0 .763/35 .97 0. 203 30.77 29 . 76 
3) 0 .765/28.25 0.145 21 .57 26.42 18 . 4 
4) 0. 282/28 .56 0.380 14 .08 17 .03 17 . 3 
5) 0 . 470/28 . 21 0. 355 15 .69 19.60 20.0 
------------------------------------------------------------------

'0 
o 
o 

...J 

50 
o Speci men 

No. 2 

A crock detectIon 
B generol yield 

st re"9 th 
C ulti mote stre"9th 
o mox i mum lood 
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The definitions shown in Fig. 2.3 were those developed by Makino, 

and they are not stated in his paper . Tests 1 and 2 were wi th 

very thin specimens that had thinness ratios of 49 . 12 and 35 .97 

respectively. Specimens 1 and 2 had large increases in stiffness 

after first crack . Therefore , the ultimate load was taken as the 

maximum load before the stiffness increase. Tests specimens 3 

through 5 , had appr oximately the same thinness, 28, but differ ent 

B values . Test 3, B - 0.765 , had behavior which was very close to 

tests 1 and 2, and the ultimate load was determined in the same 

way. Test 4, B - 0.282, has a load-displacement curve that 

reaches a maximum value on the graph, but it was not possible to 

determine whether the failure was a deformation limi t or a sudden 

failure . Test 5, B - 0.47, looks much like a compression curve 

with a gradual reduction in stiffness as load is increased . The 

varying definition of ultimate load is not inconsistency by the 

author , but due to the differences in DT tension joint behavior . 

Details on the Makino test series is given in the Appendix. 

Besides the ultimate limit state , Fig. 2.3 shows the 

other behavioral limit states: first crack, yield strength, and 

maximum load . The following chapters will focus on the first 

crack and ultimate limit states. 





D .. 

C HAP T E R 3 

TEST SPECIMENS , SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

Test Specimens 

Even though the test program had two distinct parts , DT 

joints with B • 1.0 and DT joints with B· 0.3~ , there were many 

similari ties between the two. The following section will discuss 

the test specimens, setup, and procedure used duri ng both parts 

of the program. 

! ~ 1.D. The specimen, which was identical to ones 

used in compression studies conducted during other phases of the 

tubular joint research program at the Uni versi ty of Texas, is 

shown in Fig . 3. 1. The dimensions shown were specified for all 

but one of the tension specimens . In specimen T~, the chord 

length on each side of the branch was reduced to D/~ or ~ in . by 

cutting the basic specimen at the dashed locations in Fig . 3. 1. 

The ends of the chord where left open wi th no flanges in order to 

get a conservative indication of chord length effects. The branch 

length was ~ ft ~ in. to fit the specimen into the testing 

apparatus while keeping the end fixture as far from the 

connection area as possible . The chord length was 11 ft Bin . , 

and the thinness ratio was 25.5 so that chord loading equipment 

used in previous phases could be used again. The chord length 

of eight times the chord diameter was selected to reduce any 

20 
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Figure 3.1 Specimen Detail B - 1.0 

effects from the end flanges, and the thinness ratio was selected 

so that high chord stresses could be applied without high loads. 

The specimens were fabricated by J. Ray McDermott, 

Incorporated, Morgan City. Louisiana. The specimens were made 

from API-5LX Grade X-42 welded line pipe. Both the branch and the 

chord are nomimally 16 in. 0.0. with a 0.312 in. wall thickness . 

The section properties for all the test specimens are given in 

Table 3.1. All of the chord material came from the same heat, as 

did the branch material. 
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Table 3.1 Measured Specimen Section Properties 

0.0 . Thi ck- Area I S Z Py 
ness 

Size (i n) (i n) (i n2) (in~ ) (i n3) (i n3) (kips) 
............................ _-----------_ ... _-_ ... __ .. _._-----_._. 
16" " x 16.0~ O. 31 ~ 15.513 ~19 . 15 59 . 82 11.66 158.6 

0 . 312" 

5-9/16" " 5 . 608 0 . 262 ~.~OO 15.158 5 . 62 1.~9 11~. 2 
x 0 . 258" 

5-5/16" " 5 . 320 0 . 322 5.056 15.853 5.96 8.05 3~5.3 
x 0 . 312" 

------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to verify the material properties of the 

specimens , test coupons from several of the specimens were 

machined and tested in accordance with ASTM A310-11 

Specifications for Standard Methods and Definitions for Mechanical 

Testing of Steel Products(3) . Coupons were cut from the chord of 

a tested specimen away from the connection zone at 90 degrees from 

the weld seam . The results from the coupon tests are gi ven in 

Table 3.2. Coupons A-1, A-2 , B-1 and B-2 were fabricated from 

specimens used in the compression phase of the project while B-3 

came from a tension test specimen. The compression and tension 

specimens were fabricated at the same time. The resul t for the 

coupon taken from the tension specimen is within 1J of the 

compression specimen coupon results . Therefore , an average of 



Location 

Table 3.2 Tension Coupon Results 

Static 
Yield 
(ksi) 

Dynamic 
Yield 

(ksi ) 

Ultimate 
Strength 
(ksi ) 

Percent 
Elongation 

(2-in. gage) 

23 

• ______ s ________________ ._. __ ••• __ ._. __ ._. __ ._ •••••••• __ •••••••••• 

16" a x 0.312" 

A-1 48.9 50 . 6 64 . 2 48 
A-2 48.7 50 . 3 64 . 7 46 
B-1 49.0 50.8 64 . 8 46 
B-2 48.7 50 . 2 64 . 3 46 
B-3 49.4 51.7 64 . 1 37 

Average 48.9 50.7 64.4 44 

Mill Report 47 . 0 75.5 36 

API 5LX(min) 42.0 60.0 24 

5-9/16" o X 0.258" (Low Strength Branch) 

A-1 39.2 43 . 6 70.9 43 
A-2 37.9 40 .6 73.5 45 
B-1 41.8 44.3 72.1 

Average 39 .6 42.8 72.2 44 

Mill Report 42.0 67. 3 35 

ASTM A53-GrB 35.0 60.0 23 
------------------------------------------------------------------
5-5/16" o X 0.312" (High Strength Branch) 

A-1 70.0 74 . 8 87.2 47 
A-2 66.4 69.5 87.2 49 
B-1 64.9 67.4 84.2 42 
B-2 71.2 74.0 85.5 46 

Average 68 . 1 71. 4 86 . 1 46 

Mill Report 60.3 80.2 33 

ASTM A572-50 50 . 0 65.0 21 
------------------------------------------------------------------



all the coupon specimens was used. The average static yield 

strength was ~8.9 ks1. 

The static yield pOint of the tensile coupons was 

determined by using the 0.2% offset method. The technique 

consisted of taking 3 to ~ static points, holding deformations 

for 5 minutes before recording the load, along the yield plateau 

and then using these pOint to extrapolate back to a o.a offset 

line. The interaction of the 0.2% offset line and the static 

yield strength line defines the static yield point . The percent 

elongation was calculated using a 2 in. gage length. Strain was 

measured using a 2 in. S1000-2 Tini us Olsen extensometer capable 

of measuring strains within 0.0001 in/in. The coupons were 

tested with a Tinius Olsen 120 kips Electromatic IV universal 

testing machine, which measured the load within 0.25%. A 

typical load-strain curve for one of the coupons is shown in Fig. 

3.2. 

.!!. ~ 0.3~ . The seven 8 - 0.3~ joints were approximately 

the same except for the material used in the branches, as shown 

in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. Four of the specimens had low 

strength branches to achieve a high P/Py ratio , while three had 

high strength branches to obtain a low P/P y ratio. All of these 

jOint specimens were fabricated at the PMFSEL and were made from 

material removed from undamaged branch tubes of previously tested 

specimens, except for the high strength branch material which was 
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purchased. The chord material had nominal dimensions of 16 in. 

0 .0. and a wall thi ckness of 0.312 in.. The low strength branch 

material had nominal dimension of 5-9/16 in. 0.0. and a wall 

thickness of 0.256 in. The high strength branch material had 

nominal dimensions of 5-5/16 in . 0 .0. and a wall thickness of 

0.312 in. . A summary of the sections properties is shown in 

Table 3.1. 

Coupons were also tested for the materials used In the 

8 • 0.34 joints. The same procedure and equipment were used for 

these tests as were used in the 8. 1.0 coupon tests. The 

results from the tests are given in Table 3.2. The low strength 

branch had an average yield point of 39 .6 ksi, while the high 

strength branch had an average yield point of 68.1 ks1. 

In addition to the coupon tests, stub-column compression 

tests were also performed on each of the branch cross sections . 

The results from these two tests can be seen in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 

3.5. Since the low strength stub-col umn stress-deflection plot 

has a yield plateau, the static yield pOint, 44.7 ksi, was 

determined by taking the average of the points along the plateau . 

The stub-column yield was 12.9% higher than the coupon test 

results. The static yield point for the high strength column, 

74.9 ksi or 10.0~ higher than the coupon tests, was determined 

using the 0 . 2~ offset method since there was no distinct yield 

plateau. The higher yield pOints than from the coupon tests is 
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partiall y caused by the inclusion of the high strength weld 

mater ial. Plus , the stub-column is not as sensitive to local 

effects . The coupon test resul ts will be used in all 

calculations t o be consistent with other reports . 

Both the 8 - 1.0 and the 8 - 0 . 3~ tests were conducted in a 

universal testing machine that has a capacity of 600 kips . A 

photo of the test setup is shown in fig. 3.6. How the load was 

t r ansferred and the types of loading cases varied depending on 

the 8 value. The unique aspects of each specimen group are 

described in detail in the following sections . 

~:. 1.0. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic diagram of the 

end fixture that was used to transfer the load from the test 

machine to the test specimen . Figure 3.8 is a photo of the 

fixture on a specimen. 

One specimen wi th 8 - 1.0 was tested wi th a compressi ve 

chor d load. The load was applied to the chord by four 200 kips 

centerhole hydraulic rams at one end of the chord acting with ~ 

rods , that were located inside the chord. The rods were connected 

to a flange plate at the other end of the chord. A schematic of 

the system is shown in Fig . 3. 9, while Fig . 3. 10 show the chor d 

loading rams on the specimen. 
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Figure 3.6 Test Setup 
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Figure 3.9 Chord Loading Schematic 
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Figure 3.10 Chord Loading Rams 
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~:. 0.34. The 8 - 0.34 specimens had no flanges on the 

ends of the branches, so a different technique was used to apply 

the tension load to the branches. Standard tension grips 

supplied with the test machine were used to grip the specimen. 

Figure 3.11 shows the jaws in the clamped condition. In order to 

keep the jaws from crushing the hollow branch tube, stiffeners 

were welded in the ends of the branches, see Fig. 3.11 at the 

bottom of the branch tube. Both the jaws and the stiffeners only 

extended 6 inches down the branch, leaving a distance of three 

times the branch diameter between the top of the chord and the 

end of the jaws for the forces to become uniform. 

Instrumentation 

Load, displacement, chord load and chord strain were 

the types of measurements taken during the test program. The 

load was measured by the test machine load cells. The testing 

machine was cali brated and the load accuracy was within 0.2%. 

Joint displacement was measured by the relative displacement 

between two poi nts along the branch, the poi nts were 

approximately 52 in. apart for 8 - 1.0 specimens and 36 in. for 8 

- 0.34 specimens(see Fig. 3.12). Two pOints on the specimen were 

used so that end slip would not be included in deflection 

measurements. The difference in the length between points was 

dictated by the specimen's dimensions. The devices used to 

measure the displacement were a mechanical dial gage accurate to 
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iffener 

Figure 3.11 Clamping Jaws in Closed Position 
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Figure 3.12 Joint Displacement Measurement 
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0 . 001 i n . and a 2 in. linear voltage displacement transducer s 

(LVDT's) accurate to 0.01 in .. The LVDT's were used to obtain a 

plot of the load-displacement relationship while the test was in 

1-i- =1 1 ·I-+-

I I 

i l 
1 

6 ot 4 " 

0. 29 
0 . 48 
1.23 
1 . 23 
0 .48 
0.29 

Note : GOlles on interior and exterior of chord wall 

Figure 3.13 Strain Gage Locations 
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pr ogress . The change in chord diameter was measured at the ends 

of the chord and at the branch centerline of some of the 

specimens . The measurement was taken by using large calipers and 

a scale. For the chord load test. the pressure in the chord rams 

was mo nitored by using a 10,000 psi electronic pressure 

transducer accurate to within 50 psi. 

Eighteen single strain gages were applied to the 

specimen with the short chord, 9 on the interior surface and 9 on 

the exterior surface of the chord wall. All of the gages were 

Figure 3.14 Strain Gages on Test Specimen 

or i ented parallel to the branch. Figure 3.13 shows the location 

of the strain gages along one of the chord walls . Gages were 
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applied at the same locations on all chord faces, which permitted 

the strain gradients in the chord wall to be measured along with 

membrane stresses. The gage length of the gages was 0.125 in .. 

Figure 3.14 shows the specimen with the gages applied; gages can 

be seen both on the interior and exterior chord surface. The 

strains, loads and displacements for this test were recorded 

using a Hewlett-Packard 86 Data Acquisition System. 

All of the specimens were whitewashed with a 

combination of lime and water prior to testing. The whitewash 

was used to detect yielding on the specimen. As the material 

yields, the brittle mill scale flakes away from the steel 

surface, causing the whitewash to also flake away from the 

surface. 

Test Procedure 

The same basic test procedure was used for all of the 

tests. At each load stage deflection readings were taken and the 

specimen was examined for yielding, crack ini tiation and/or crack 

propagation. As the loads moved into the inelastic range, a 

dynamic load was recorded and then after five minutes a static 

load was recorded. As cracks formed on the chord wall, very 

close attention was paid to whether the crack was a surface crack 

or a full penetration crack. First crack was defined as a surface 

crack that just penetrates the chord wall surface. This was very 
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difficult to detect, because it was hard to tell the difference 

between a break in the mill scale and a base material crack. 

Crack growth was monitored by using a 60 power microscope that 

could be placed directly on the crack surface. A through

thickness crack was defined as one which penetrated through the 

entire wall thickness. The chords' of two B z 1.0 specimens, 

T2 and T3, were sealed at the ends and pressuri zed to 10 psi to 

determine when the first through-thickness crack occurred. When 

the crack penetrated the chord wall, the air would be detected 

1 eaki ng through the crack. 

As the specimen approached failure, the interval 

between load stages was reduced in an effort to obtain a load 

stage close to failure. If failure was a sudden fracture, the 

maximum load was taken as the peak load minus the difference 

between the dynamic load and the static load of the previous load 

stage, and the failure deflection was recorded as the deflection 

just prior to failure. The ultimate load was then checked 

against the deflection limit of 0L • 60Fyd/E. If the deflection 

limit was exceeded, the ultimate load was taken at the deflection 

limi t. 



CHAPTER 4 

TEST RESULTS 

The research program consisted of 12 or tension tests, 

five with 8 • 1.0 and seven with 8 • 0.34. The particular 

characteristics of each test are given in Table 4.1 and are 

described in detail in the following sections. The numerical 

results for each test are reported in the Appendix. 

Table 4.1 Test Characteristics 

Test 
Desi gnati on B Test Characteri sti cs .-----.......................................................... . 
T1, T2 1.T3 1.0 Reference 

T4 1.0 Short Chord Length 

TP4 1.0 Axial Chord Stress of 0.60Fy 

T6 0.35 Reference, Low Strength Branch 

T7, T8 I. 1'9 0.35 Low Strength Branch, Fy·39.6 ksi 

T10, T11 I. T12 0.33 High Strength Branch, Fy.68.1 ksi 

~ :. l:£ Tests 

Figure 3.1, Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 gi ve the dimensions 

and material properties of the DT joints. The investigation was 

divided into two parts: 

40 
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1) three reference tests to establish the mean 

values and corresponding scatter bands, and 

2) two tests to study the effects of chord length 

and chord load. 

Reference Tests(T1, T2, ~ T3). The load-displacements 

curves of the three identical test specimens, T1, T2 and T3, are 

given in Fig. 4.1. The tests had very Similar load-displacement 

curves and behavior. Therefore a detailed description of only 

Test T3 is given. None of the tests were controlled by the 

deformation limit of 1.61 inches. 
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Figure 4. 2 Load-Displacement Curve: Test T3 

Figure 4.2 shows that test T3 behaved elastically until 

a load of 100 kips . The first yielding occurred at a load of 248 

kips at the base of the weld toe in each of the four sadd l e 

regions , pOints A, B, C and 0 , the hot spot locations for axially 

loaded DT jOints. At 213 kips, yielding started between the 

saddle points A and 0 at the centerline of the chord. By 215 

kips, the portion of chord wall between both sets of saddle 

points had become straight as represented by the dashed lines in 

Fig. 4.3. The first surface crack , when the crack had penetrated 

the chord wall surface, occurred at 294.1 kips and was located 

t wo inches away from the branch centerline at location C. At a 
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load of 437 kips, an additional surface crack was located one 

inch off of the branch centerline at location B. At a load of 

460 kips , a surface crack formed at location B, approximately 

2.0 inches away from the branch centerline, opposite the previous 

crack at B. During the remaining portion of the test, the 

surface cracks continued to grow but none of them penetrated 

through the entire chord wall until failure. Yielding between 

saddle points A and D, and Band C was confined to an area 4.5 

inches in width. The yield surfaces and surface crack locations 

(black tick marks) on the specimen are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 

4.5 , where the appl1ed load was 460 kips. The black tick marks, 

designate the location of surface cracks and the darkened regions 

are the yielded areas. At the failure load of 519.4 kips, a 

crack 11.50 inches in length formed at location A(see Fig. 4.6). 

An examination of the crack surface showed that the crack had 

penetrated through approximately half of the chord th i ckness, 

then at failure propagated quickly through the remaining material 

and grew to its final state. On the side of the specimen 

opposite the fracture, the chord wall was still intact but there 

were large yield surfaces at the centerline of the chord and at 

each weld toe in the saddle region(see Fig. 4.7). The length 

between the saddle pOints was 3U longer than at the start of the 

test. 
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Figure 4.4 Surface Cracks in T3: Side AD 

T3 • 

-21 
Figure 4.5 Surface Cracks in T3: Side BC 
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F1gure ~.6 Fracture of T3 

F1gure ~.7 Non-Fracture S1de of 13 at Failure 

~6 • 
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Table 4.2 gi ves summary of the resul ts from all the 

ret'erence tests. Table 4.2 shows the first crack load, the 

ultimate load and the location of the fraoture that caused 

t'a1lure. Also shown is the final defleotion reading before 

failure minus the elastic branch deformation, and the ini tial gap 

between saddle points on each side ot' the specimen. The load 

history was slightly dift'erent for all the tests. In test T1, 

the specimen was unloaded and then reloaded when the specimen had 

become inelastic to determine it' the joint would behave 

elastically during unloading. The slope ot' this portion of the 

load-displacement curve matched with the elastic slope(see Fig. 

4.1). 

Test 
No. 

First 
Crack 
(ki ps) 

Tabl e 4.2 B • 1.0 Test Results 

Ul timate 
Strength 
(kips)" 

(Deflection 
- PL/AE*) 

(in) 

Initial Gap 
AD BC 

(in) ....... -- ..........................................•.............. 
T1 296.2 413.2 ( B) 0.322 3-3/4 3-5/8 
T2 295.2 491 .5 (A) 0.694 3-15/16 3-9116 
T3 294.1 519.4 (A) 0.714 4-1/4 2-5/8 

T4 342.1 475.2 ( B) 0.658 2-7/8 3-5/16 

TP4 408.1 461.3 (D) 0.775 3-3/4 4 
------------------------------------------------------------------

* Deflection and load at load stage before failure 

•• 

L· 52 in., which was the distance between the points used to 
measure deflection 

The letter in parenthesis is the location where t'racture 
occured. 
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Figure ~.8 Test T2 at Failure 

In test T2 and T3. the ends of the chord were sealed and the 

chord was pressurized and maintained at 10 psi in an effort to 

verify that the first through-thickness crack occurred at 

failure. Figure ~.8 shows specimen T2 at failure note that the 

ends of the specimen are sealed. The ends were sealed wi t h t wo 

three-quarter inch pieces of plywood nailed together . bolted on 

to the end flanges and then sealed with silicon seal . It was 
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felt the amount of air pressure would not effect the performance 

of the specimen. No leaking air was detected around the weld toe 

area until failure for both Test T2 and T3. therefore no full 

penetration cracks took place until the specimen had failed. 

Chord Len£!!! Test(T4). In test T4. a short chord 

length was used to determine the amount of strength the DT 

tension joint obtains from the chord outside the connection 

region. The load-displacement curve is shown in Fig. 4.9. The 

maximum displacement is below the displacement limit of 1.61 in. 
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Figure 4.9 Load-Displacement Curve: Test T4 
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The specimen's behavior was very similar to that 

described for test n. The specimen remained elastic through 125 

kips. Yielding was first seen at 246.1 kips. The first surface 

crack occurred at 342. I ki ps at locati on B. When the load 

reached 460 kips the area of chord wall between the saddle 

pOints had become greatly distorted. rigure 4.10 shows the 

change in the chord diameter at the branch centerline(I) and the 

end of the chordOI). railure occurred at 415.2 kips when the 

surface crack, first noticed at 342 kips at location B. 

propagated through the chord wall. The final joint condition can 

be seen in rig. 4.1 1. The final crack length was 15.5 inches. 
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rigure 4.10 Chord Deflection Test T4 
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Figure 4.11 Test T4 at Fail ure. 

On the side opposite of the fracture, yielding had occurred but 

there were no through-thickness cracks. At the conclusion of the 

test the length between the saddle pOints had elongated by 18~. 

Test statistics are shown in Table 4.2. 

During Test T4 many more load stages were taken because 

strain reading were aleo being recorded. Strain gages were 

applied to the specimen for three reasons: 

1) to determine the stress distri bution across the 

chord length both on the inside and the outside 

of the chord wall, 
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2) to determine the stress distri but ion between the 

upper and lower saddle pOints , and 

3) to determine the strain concentration factor at 

the saddl e poi nts. 

This report presents data related to the first two 

objecti ves, while the data for the third objecti ve is contained 

in Ref. 16. Relationships between the strain gages will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

Chord Load Test(TP4). In test TP4, chord load was 

applied to the specimen to determine if chord stress affected the 

first crack or ultimate strength of the jOint. The load-

displacement curve can be seen in Fig. 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 Load-Displacement Curve: Test TP4 
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As in test T4, the behavior was very similar to test 

T3. The test remained in the elastic range until a load of 125 

kips. First sign of yielding occurred at 147.7 kips at locations 

B, C and D. Figure 4.13 shows the development of the yield 

surface at a load of 251 kips. By 377 kips yielding had occurred 

, 

• 

Figure 4.13 Yield Surfaces of TP4 at 251 kips 
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TP4 

Fi gure 4.14 TP4 at 377 Ki ps 

between saddle pOints, as shown in Fig. 4. 14. The first surface 

c r ack occurred at a load of 408.1 kips at location B. Failure 

occurred at location D at a load of 461.3 kips . The initial 

through- thickness crack size was 2 inches long and with further 

straining grew to 15 inches. The specimen at failure can be seen 

in Fig . 4. 15 . Yielding between the saddle points was restricted 

to a band approximately 5 in. wide until failure . When the 

speci men f r actured , yield surfaces formed away from the br anch 

centerline on the fractured side. Figure 4. 16 shows the non-

fractured side of the specimen where there wer e large yield 

s urfaces at the chord centerline and along the weld toes in t he 
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Figure 4.15 Fracture of' TP4 

Figure 4.16 Non-Fracture Side of TP4 at Failure 
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saddle region . The non-fractured side of the specimen had 

elongated by 28% at the end of the test. Test statistics are 

shown in Table 4.2. 

~ :. 0 . 34 Tests 

The purpose of the S • 0.34 tests was to study the 

effect of the branch load to branch yield strength ratio on the 

ultimate strength of the joint . Figure 3.3 . Table 3.1 and Table 

3.2 give the dimension and material properties of the specimens . 

The program can be di vi ded into three parts: 

1) one test on general joint behavior(T6), 

2) three tests on joints with low strength 

branches(T7 , T8 & T9) , and 

3) three tests on joints with high strength 

branches(T10 , T11 & T12) . 

General Joint Behavior(T6). The branches for T6 were 

made from the low strength(F y ·39.6 ksi) steel. The load

displacement curve of test T6 is shown in Fig . 4.17. The load 

was still increasing when the test was stopped due to large 

chord deformations. Figure 4.18 shows the diameter deformation 

history of the chord ends during test . By the end of the test 

the 16 in . diameter chord had been stretched to 19 . 4 inches in 

the direction of the load . Figure 4. 19 shows the final condition 

of the chord, which was at a load of 53 . 1 kips . The first 
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surface cracks were detected at 33 kips at all saddle points, 

whereas the first through-thickness crack occurred at 49 kips. 

Once the crack had penetrated the chord wall, the fracture 

started to unzip around the weld toe surface. Figure 4.20 shows 

the fracture at the conclusion of the tests; the crack had 

unzipped one-third around the weld. When the deformation limit 

of 0.56 in. is applied, the ultimate load drops to 23 .3 kips. 

This test can not be used to study the effects of P/P y because 

the chord failed and not the connection. The effective chord 

region was not large enough to carry the branch force (See Fig. 

1.5). But the test does indicate that a a z 0.34 joint recei ves 

much of its strength from the chord outside the weld region. The 
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Figure 4.17 Load-Displacement Curve: Test T6 
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Figure 4.20 T6 Weld Toe at Failure 

jOint configuration used for T6 was originally designed for all 

of the a - 0.34 joints. Due to the results of this test. the 

ends of the chord were stiffened in all other 8 - 0.34 tests to 

force a connection failure. 

~ Strength Branch Tests(T1. T8 ~ T9). The three low 

strength branch tests had an average branch yield strength of 

39.6 ksi. The specimens were identical to specimen T6. except 

that stiffeners were added to the ends of the chord to prevent 

the chord from deforming. 

The load-displacement curve for test T7 is given in 

Fig. 4. 21 and Fig. 4.22 shows the detail of the chord end 
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stiffeners. Surface cracking was first observed at 48.1 kips at 

all of the saddle hot spot location. At a load of 57 kips, the 

weld on one of the end braces fractured(see Fig. 4.23), and the 

load dropped to 43.5 kips. The end of the chord was then 

clamped(see Fig. 4.24) which prevented further chord 

deformation. Failure took place at 74.8 kips when the crack a\; 

location D penetrated through the specimen wall. As soon as the 

load was reapplied to the specimen, crack surfaces opened up at 

other hot spots and no addi tional load could be carried . Figure 

4.25 shows the final weld toe condi tion. The deformation limi t, 
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Figure 4.21 Load-Displacement Curve: Test T7 
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Figure 4.23 Snapped Weld on T7 Stiffener 
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F'lgure ~.2~ Temporary Brace on T7 
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Figure ~.25 Final Fracture Surface T7 

0.56 in., controls the ultimate load but the displacement 

readings were inaccurate because of the weld break. Therefore , 

the test can not be used in the post-crack strength results, but 

it does show that the entire chord length is being utilized by 

the joint. 

Aft er the failure of the stiffener weld in test T7, 

the width of the stiffeners for tests T8 and T9 was increased 

from 2 in. to ~ in. plate to increase the weld length. Figure 

~.26 shows specimen T8 before testing. The load-displacement 

curves for tests T8 and T9 are given in Fig. ~.27. The tests 
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Figure 4.26 Specimen r8 
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Figure 4.27 Load-Displacement Curves: Test T8 & T9 

behaved very similarly. so a detailed description of only test T9 

is gi ven below. 

First yielding occurred at 39.1 kips at all four weld 

toes. The first surface cracks were observed at 48.5 kips at all 

four hot spot locations. By 82 kips. the surface cracks had begun 

to open up but no through-thickness crack could be seen on the 

inside of the chord wall. The crack surface at location D was the 

largest and is shown in Fig. 4.28. At the same load. the inside 

chord wall at the branch connection. shown in Fig. 4.29. 
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indicates a large yield surface ring but no surface cracks , At 

85 . 5 kips , the crack at location 0 propagated through the chord 

wall to form a full penetration crack. upon reapplication of the 

load, no load higher than 85.5 kips could be applied and the 

crack expanded around the weld toe surface at location 0 and an 

addi ti onal through-thi ckness crack opened at location C. Figure 

4. 30 from test T8 shows the failure mode for the low strength 

branch tests and t he extent of chord deformation along its 

length. The deformation limi t controlled the ul timate load for 

both T8 and T9, but the deformation I tmt t is so very close to the 

Figure 4.28 Surface Cracking: Test T9 



Figure q.29 Interior Chord Surface Before Full 
Penetration Crack 

Figure 4.30 Chord Deformation at Fail ure 



Test 
Desi gnati on 

Table 4. 3 B - 0.34 Test Results 

First 
Surface Crack 

(ki ps) 

Deformation 
Limit Load 

(ki ps) 

Ul timate 
Load 

(ki ps) 

68 

.... _-..................•.......... ---_ ...................•. _ ..... 
T7 48 . 1 • 74.8 
T8 48 . 2 94 . 8 95.7 
T9 48 . 5 83 . 7 85 . 5 

T10 47.8 na 84.9 
T11 47.1 na 83.8 
T12 53.3 75.4 82 .7 

-------~----------------------------------------------------------

• -Deformation should have controlled 
na- not applicable 

actual failure . The ultimate load for T8 and T9 will be reported 

ae 95.7 and 85.5 , respecti vely. "summary of low branch strength 

teet data are gi ven in Table 4. 3. 

Hia!! Strength Branch Tests(T2.2.t, Il2..L. 112). The three 

high strength branch tests had a branch yield strength of 68. 1 

ks1. The specimen epec1rications were identical for all three 

teets. The specimens had the dimensions shown in Fig. 3.3 and , as 

in teste T8 and T9 , 4 in. stiffeners were welded at the ends of 

the chord. Figure 4.22 shows the 2-inch brace detail. The load-

dieplacement curves for T1 0, T11 and T1 2 are ehown in Fig . 4.31. 

The deformation limi t for the three tests was 0 .54 in.. The 

three teet have very close ultimate strength values, but the 

10ad-d1eplacement curve for test T1 1 ie different. Unlike the 

other Joints , the joint in test T11 gained etifrneee in the 
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middle of the test which is Questionable. The gain in stiffness 

could be caused by slippage of the deflection gage or by the 

straighting of the branch members. Since the deformation limi t 

is not greatly affecting the ultimate strength values for the 

other high strength tests, the test can be used in the post-crack 

study . For future reference , the problem could have been 

resolved , if deflection gages had been placed on both sides of 

the specimen . The other two tests, T10 and T12 are very similar, 

therefore only a description of test T12 is given. 
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Figure 4.32 is the load-displacement curve for test 

T12. The first yielding occurred at 50 kips and the first 

surface crack was found at location D at a load of 53.3 kips. By 

58 kips surface cracks were located at all hot spot locations. At 

82.7 kips, the crack at location D had opened up to 1/8 in. in 

width but had not penetrated the surface. After taking the 

static point at 82.7 kips, the crack at location D penetrated 

through the chord wall, as soon as the loading continue. The 

deformation limit controlled and reduced the maximum load to 75.4 

kips. The crack surface looked the same as those with the low 
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strength branches. The fracture surface of the bottom branch 

sho wed two stages of crack propagation(see Fig. 4. 33). The 

fracture occurred after straightening of the chord between the 

weld toes . Approximately half way through the chord wall . the 

fracture surface texture changes. showing that the speed of the 

crack propagation had increased dramatically . A summary of all 

the high strength branch test data is given in Table 4.3. 

Figure 4.33 Fracture Surface 
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C HAP T E R 5 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In this chapter the results from the research program 

will be anal y zed and compared wi th the existing data base and 

empirical equations. The chapter will be divided into four 

sections: effect of branch stress on post-crack strength, factors 

affecting ultimate strength, ultimate strength limit, and first 

crack limit. 

Effect of Branch Stress ~ Post-Crack Strength 

One of the objecti ves of the program was to study how 

post-crack strength was affected by the magnitude of the stresses 

in the branch. The amount of reserve yield capacity in the 

branch was described by the P/P y ratio at ultimate load. The 

specimens with low strength branches(Py - 174 kips) had an 

average P/Py ratio of 50% , while the specimens with high strength 

branches(py - 345 kips) had an average P/Py ratio of 25% . The 

average first crack and ultimate strength value for the two low 

strength branch specimens were 49 kips and 83 kips respectively; 

this gave a post-crack strength of 41% . The three high strength 

branch specimens had an average first crack and ultimate strength 

value of 48 kips and 85 kips respectively which gave a post-

crack strength of 44% . Despite the large difference in reserve 

yield capacity of the branch, the post-crack strength and load-

72 
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displacement behavior(see Fig. 5.1) were very similar for the two 

P/Py levels. If a concern of using ultimate strength in design 

was the uncertainty of the effect of reserve yield strength in 

the branch on the post-crack strength, this study has found that 

the reserve strength has no effect. The a - 0.34 tests will not 

be used in ultimate strength or first crack 11mi t studies because 

of the closeness of the stiffeners. The stiffeners do not 

change the relati ve value between first crack and ultimate but 

may affect the absolute values. 
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Factor Affecting Ultimate Strength 

In the 8 - 1.0 portion of the program, the major 

objecti ves were to add to the data base and to determine what 

factors affected the ultimate strength of the jOints. The 

ultimate strength values for the 5 tests are gi ven in Table ~.2, 

and the load-deflection curves for all of the 8 - 1.0 tests are 

shown in Fig 5.2. The three reference tests, Tl, T2 and T3, had 

an average ultimate strength value of ~73 kips with a scatter of 

106 kips or 22%. The scatter can be attributed to the fracture 
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failure that occurred with all of the joints. A fracture failure 

is sensi ti ve to the condi tion of the area close to the weld toe 

in the saddle region. Since the failure is affected by a local 

effect, the scatter of ultimate load is increased. The following 

sections will discuss the results from the short chord test, T4, 

and the chord load test, TP4. 

Short Chord Test. The short chord(total length 24 in. ) 

test had an ultimate load of 459 kips which is close to the 

average of the reference tests(473 kips) and well within the test 

scatter. The strain gages applied to the specimen explain why 

there is no reduction in strength even though a majori ty of the 

chord was removed. 

The chord wall strains in the gap between the branches 

consists of membrane and bending strains(see Fig. 5.3). By 

combining exterior wall strains and interior wall strains, it was 

possible to calculate a uniaxial membrane and bending strain. 

The gage locations along the chord centerline and between saddle 

points are shown in Fig. 3.13. Fi gure 5.4 shows that the 

membrane strains along the chord wall are mainly concentrated in 

an area wi thin 4 inches of the branch centerline. The membrane 

strain at the branch centerline is above yield when the branch 

load has reached only 21.5% of ul timate. Four inches away from 

the branch centerline, the membrane strain has dropped off 

dramatically; at 33~ of ultimate load, the membrane strain is 

\ 
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only 30~ of yield. Eight inches away from the centerline the 

strain barely gets above zero. Figure 5.5 is the bending strains 

along the chord wall and looks very much like the bending moment 

diagram of a simple supported beam . The bending stralns in the 

chord approach zero near the end of the chord, -12 in. and 12 

in. from the branch centerline. 
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The behavior of the chord between saddle points can be 

further explained by studying strain gages that were placed 

between the weld toes to determine strain concentrations 

factors(16). As with the strain gages along the chord, strain 

gages were placed on the interior and the exterior of the chord 

wall. The series of gages on the exterior surface is missing one 

gage near the weld toe. The behavior of the missing gage can be 

assumed to be very similar to the other weld toe gage because of 

the symmetry about the chord centerline. Figure 5.6 shows that 

the membrane strain is very consistent between the saddle point, 

as expected. The membrane strains are much higher than the 

branch strains. At a branch load of 0.215Pu , the membrane strain 

is already at yield. Figure 5 . 7 shows the bending strains 

between the saddle points. The figure looks very much like a 

fixed ended beam. The plate of steel between weld toes has high 

tension bending strains at the ends and high compression bending 

strains in the middle. 

For the 6 - 1.0 DT connections in tension, the chord 

between the saddle pOints plays a very important role in the 

jOint strength while the chord outside this zone contributes very 

little; this is not true for all tension specimens. In the 6 -

0 . 3~ specimen , test T6 , where there were no chord stiffeners, 

the capacity was greatly reduced and there were large chord 

deformations because of the short chord length . When 2 in . 
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plate stiffeners were placed in the ends of the chord for test 

T7, the capacity increased, but the amount of load being 

transferred through the stiffeners, caused one of the stiffener 

welds to break. The distance from the branch to the end of the 

chord on the a - 0.34 specimens was 15.5 in. or a little less 

than the diameter of the chord. For a - 1.0 connections, the 

requirement of API for joint strengthening, 0/4 or 12 in., is 

enough, but for S - 0.34 connections the API chord requirement 

may not be adequate. The strength of S - 0.34 is affected by 

chord strength beyond 0/4 or 12 in •• Further research needs to 

be done on 8m all S OT tension j oi nts to determ i ne a chord length 

where the ultimate strength is not reduced because of the chord 

length. 

Chord Load Test. The chord load test is the first OT 

connection tested with the branch in tension and the chord in 

compression. There have been tests done on OT connections with 

compression in the branch and the chord; they showed a reduction 

in capaci ty due to the chord load. Table 5.1 lists three 

different correction factors that have been used to modify 

prediction equations for connections with chord load. The 

correction equations shown in Table 5.1 are only for axial 

compression load in the chord, and are applied to jOints with a 

branch compression or tension load. For the API and UEG 

equations, the factor of safety has been removed from the 

_I 
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definition of U. Therefore, the equation can be applied using 

Table 5.1 Chord Load Correction Factors 

Type Correction Factor 

UEG'85 Qf - 1- 0.05 Y U2 U - P/Py 
( 1 9) 

API '82 
(2, ~) 

Qf - 1- 0.03 Y u2 

Togo'66 Qf - 1.0 for U < O.~~ 

(18,21 ) Qf - 1.22 - 0.5U for U > O.~~ 

Figure 5.8 is a plot of the chord load correction 

factors(Qf)' Since two of the correction factors use the thinness 

ratio(Y), a range for the thinness ratio was used in order to 

plot the curves on the same graph. A maximum thinness of 25 was 

used because it is an upper bound for most offshore platforms. A 

lower bound of 16 was used because Togo's equation was developed 

from specimens with a thinness of 16. Togo did not include a 

thinness because all of his tests had the same thinness and were 

the only DT connections with chord load that had been tested at 

that time. The UEG equation predicts greater reduction in 
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strength than API or Togo. The UEG has only one formula 

applicable to all three types of branch load, axial, in-plane or 

out-of-plane, while API has three separate equations. The UEG 

~ 
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Figure 5.8 Canparison of Chord Load Factors 

". 
.... 

used a more conservative equation because of scatter in the axial 

branch load test data and to accomodate in-plane bending; the 

equation closely resembles the API in-plane equation. 

The ultimate load of the chord load test was 461 kips, 

which is very close to the average of the reference tests(473 

kips) and well within the scatter. There is no reduction in 

ul timate strength due to the chord load when the branch is in 
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tension on a - 1.0 DT joints, therefore the correction factors to 

reduce the predicted strength are not necessary. The chord load 

had no effect for a - 1.0, because the joint gets most of its 

strength from membrane action in the chord material between the 

saddle points and not by the chord bending as in joints with 

smaller a values . When the chord cross section distorts locally 

due to bending strains, the chord load begins to affect 

performance . The correction factor should be continued to be 

applied to smaller B specimen, where chord bending contributes to 

the tension strength , until further research is done. 

Ultimate Strength Li mit 

Figure 5.9 shows the existing DT tension ultimate 

strength data base with the X's marking the data added by this 

research project . The new B - 0.34 data is show in the figure but 

will not be included in the ultimate strength limi t study because 

of the closeness of the stiffeners. The new B - 1.0 data is near 

the upper limit of the other DT jOints. When the ultimate load is 

non-dimensional1zed by F yT2 and plotted versus B. the test data 

shows little scatter except at a - 1.0. The FyT2 factor is 

related to the bending strength of the chord wall which 

apparently dominates the joint resistance for a less than 0 .9 . 

Conversely, the strain gage data on the short chord length 
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specimen reported herein, indicates very significant membrane 

chord strains which is related to T rather than T2. 

Since the B - 1.0 connection is transferri ng the loa d 

through membrane forces, the axial strength of the chord wall 

between saddle points(FyTD), where the 0 is used as an effecti ve 

plate width, is a more accurate way to model the joint strength 

for high 8 values. Figure 5. 10 shows the DT 8 - 1.0 t e nsion da t a 

base plotted using FyTD, which organizes the B - 1.0 data fairly 

well. Therefore what is needed is an equation that utili zes F y T2 

when B is less than 0. 9 and F yTD when B is greater than 0.9 . A B 

value of 0.9 was selected because at this value, the plate action 

begins to dominate. A beta-thinness factor , QBY' which uses t he 

thinness ratio(D/2T) to make this conversion was developed and is 
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used in the following equation to predict mean value ultimate 

strength . 

For 8 1 ess 

form FyT2 but after 

form to FyT1. 250·75, 

of F yTO 
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Equation 5. 1 and 5.2 wi th Current Ultimate Strength 
Data Base 

of the difficulty in design to know what length to use . rigur e 

5 . 11 sho ws a plot of Eq. 5 . 1 with the current data base . Tabl e 

5.2 gi ves the results from a statistical analysis of the current 

mean val ue equatio ns(see Table 2 . 1) . The analysis is an 

extension of the presentation in Chapter 2 , Table 2. 2 , but now 

includes t he tests done during this r esearch program . The 

analysis was done once with only joints with a B less than 0.9 

and once with the complete data base . Using the coefficient of 

variance to compare the equations, Eq . 5. 1 compares well with the 
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existing equations when only the jOints with S less than 0.9 are 

included in the analysis. When the complete data base is 

included the advantage of the beta-thinness factor can really be 

seen. The coefficient of variance for EQ. 5.1 is almost half of 

the next best equation. By utilizing the beta-thinness factor, 

EQ. 5.1 more accurately models DT tension joint behavior 

especially at S - 1.0. 

Table 5.2 Statistical Analysis of Ultimate Strength Equations 

Equation Average Standard 
Deviation 

Coefficient 
of Vari ance 

-----------------.-.--.-... --.. -.----.---.~~----.--...... ----_._--

UEG-M (n-26) 
Ochi (n-21) 
DNV (n-26) 
EQ. 5.1 (n-26) 

All ~ Values 

UEG-M (n-36) 
Ochi (n-31) 
DNV (n-36) 
EQ. 5.1 (n-36) 
EQ. 5.2 (n-36) 

0.733 
0.785 
1.023 
1.003 

0.875 
0.931 
1. 183 
1.000 
1.222 

0.168 
0.260 
0.255 
0.184 

0.336 
0.339 
0.424 

0.182 
0.222 

0.229 
0.332 
0.249 
0.183 

0.384 
0.364 
0.359 
0.182 
0.182 

---~---~----------------------------------------------~-----------

Also shown in Fig. 5.11 is a lower bound eQuation(EQ. 

5.2) that would be more applicable for deSign purposes. Equation 
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5.2 was obtained by reducing Eq. 5.1 by the factor (1.0 -

standard deviation) which appears to produce a reasonable lower 

bound. The equation is as follows: 

P - 0.818 X Eq. 5.1 ....................... (5.2) 

The UEG approach (95 percentile) was not used because 

it produces significant reduction in predicted values at large B 

val ues . The equation has the same coeffi ci ent of vari ance as Eq. 

5.1 and provides a factor of safety for design . Equation 5.2 

should be used when designing a DT tubular joint in tension, 

while Eq. 5.1 is best to determine the actual joint strength. 

First Crack Limit 

In the current API RP 2A , first crack is used in the 

design of DT jOints in tension. Early in the research program it 

was unclear what was meant in the literature by first crack--

first surface crack or first full penetration crack. For all of 

the tests conducted during this program, first full penetration 

crack occurred at failure. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume 

that the first crack limit is a first surface crack limit, 

although depths may vary. Figure 5. 12 shows the current API 

equation(ref . Table 2.1 ) with the current data base. The X's 

indicate the tests added by the research program. The B - 0.34 

tests are shown but will not be included in the first crack limit 
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study because of the effect of the stiffeners. The API equation 

is very conservati ve for high beta values. The API prediction 

equation for DT joints in compression applies the following 

factor(Qa) to joints with a values greater than 0.6. 

0.3 
Qa • ---

ae 1-0.833a) 

a < 0.6 

a > 0.6 

When a • 1.0, the factor increases the predicted value by 80%. 

If the same correction is applied to the first crack equation 

90 
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Figure 5.12 API First Crack Equation with First Crack Data Base 
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(API - QS)' the equation does a much better job of predicting 

joint cracki ng(see Fig. 5.12). The results from a statistical 

analysis of these two equations is gi ven in Table 5. 3. The 

coefficient of variance for the current API equation is 0.~~1, 

while for the modified API equation it drops to 0.236. 

Even with the modification to the API equation, there 

is still a large amount of scatter as B increses . Using the new 

first crack data and the principles developed for the ultimate 

strength limi t, the following equation(Eq. 5. 3) was developed: 

0 . 035y·15 

1-0.866 

forS<0.1 

for S > 0.1 

The equation utilizes the same beta-thinness factor used for the 

ultimate strength limit but the factor is applied at smaller S 

values. Figure 5.13 shows Eq . 5.3 with the current first crack 

data base . The equation does a good job of pulling the data 

together. The results of a statistical analysis of Eq. 5.3 is 

gi ven in Table 5. 3. The coefficient of variance for Eq. 5.3 is 

30% of the API equation and 51% of the modified API equation. 

The beta-thinness factor allows the equation to accurately 

predict the first crack limit for high S values. 
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For design the API uses a lower bound equation. Shown 

below(Eq. 5.4) and plotted in Fig. 5.13 is a lower bound equation 

that was developed by reducing the mean value equation by the 

factor (1.0 - the standard deviation ) which produces a r easonable 

lower bound. 

P • 0.866 X Eq. 5.3 •••.•••••••••••.••...•• (5.4) 

If the design is governed by the first crack limit, Eq. 5.4 would 

be a very good lower bound pr ediction to the first crack load. 
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Figure 5.13 Equations 5.3 and 5.4 with First Crack Data Base 



Table 5.3 Statistical Analysis of First Crack 
Equation 

Equation Average Standard 
Deviation 

Coeff i ci ent 
of Variance 
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••••••••••••••• a ••••• _ •• _ •••• _._ •••••••• _ ••••••••••• ~ _ __ •••••••••• 

API (n-' 3) 2.025 0.892 o. ~~, 

API-QS ( n-13) ,. ~66 0.3~6 0.236 

Eq. 5.3 (n-' 3) , .000 o. '3~ o. '3~ 

Eq. 5.~ (n-'3) , . , ~7 o. '5~ 0.'3~ 

,..---------.---~---------------,----,..----~---,------------------------
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C HAP T E R 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR DT JOINTS IN TENSION 

1. The amount of branch reserve capac! ty (P/P y ) has 

no affect on the amount of post-crack strength. Hence , API 

should consider the elimination of the first crack concept for 

tension capacity. 

2. The chord member contributes greatly to the 

strength of small B jOints. Tests done on B • 0.34 specimens 

showed significant reduction in strength when the length of the 

chord from the branch was 15.5 in. or approximately D. 

Addi tional research is needed to determine if the current API 

joint strengthening requirements, 12-in. or D/4, are adequate. 

3. The chord length beyond D/4 has no effect on the 

jOint capcity of 8 - 1.0 jOints . Therefore , current API 

requirements for strengthening are conservative for B - 1.0 

jOints. 

4. Compression chord load has no effect on the 

ultimate tension capacity for B - 1.0 joints. Therefore, no 

reduction in strength is required for B - 1.0 joints. Additional 

chord load tests are required for DT joints with smaller B ratios 

to determine the effects on the capacity . 

93 
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5. The following mean equation was developed to 

better model ultimate tension joint behavior: 

P • 35.4 a Fy T2Q ar . ............... (5.1) 

Qay • for a < 0.9 

Qay 
0.035y·75 

for a > 0.9 • 
1-0.86a 

The equation utilizes the beta-thinness factor to modify the 

equation above a greater than 0.9. The equation has a 

coefficient of variance (0 . 182) that is almost half of the next 

best equation, DnV (0.359). 

6. The current first crack equation in API is very 

conservati ve for a • 1.0 jOints. The following mean equation was 

developed to improve first crack predi ctions: 

P • 0.94(6 + 20a) FyT2Q ar . ........ (5.3) 

Qay • for a < 0.7 

Qar 
0.035y·75 

for a > 0.7 
1-0.86a 

This equation has a coefficient of variance (0.134) that is one

third the value (0.441) determined from the API formula. As a 

minimum, the current API first crack formula should be multiplied 

by the Qa factor used for DT compression jOints. 

P • <3.4 + 19a) FyT2Qa ........ (5.4) 

94 
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6 < 0.6 

Q 0.3 

6 • 6(1-0.8336) 
6 > 0.6 

This modified API formula gi yes a coefficient of variance (0 .236) 

that is one-half the value of the current API formula. 

95 
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TableA.l Screened Current Data Baae. DT Joints in Tension 

.. -•.. --------
D T • t L • 'u 1 • , pre '... (Maxi.La ) 

REfERDtCE (In) (1n) (1n) (I n) (I n) I'!" (1151) Iklto) (kl psI (III P5) -----------------_ ... -
Akl Y.' (1) 6.50' .185 1.681 .130 32.520 M . )IO 17.58 . 258 16.096 1 ).61 (Jill.)?,) 

6. 50" . 181 ) . 0011 .1111 32 . 520 68 . )10 17 .96 ,II6z 27.336 )0.23 (1I8.lIg6) 
6. 5011 . 181 '.500 .150 ]2.520 68 . 310 17 .96 . 692 2,,,481 61.2. (68 . 891 ) 
6 . ')0 11 . 181 6 . 5011 .181 32.5?O 68 . )10 17.96 , . 000 85.986 172.18 

12 .')39 . 113 2.382 .118 62.111 68.959 )6.211 .190 16.748 13 . 69 (32.192) 
12 . S39 .173 5 . 50' .11) 62 . 117 68.9';9 )6.211 .11)9 26.1159 36 .... (110.352) 
12 . 529 . 113 6 . 5011 .111 62.117 61 . 2011 )6 . 211 .51? 16.523 112.56 
12.5) 9 .11) 12.539 .11] 62 . 117 61 . 20'- )6.2" 1 . 000 68.116 211.6) 
18 .000 .193 3. 508 .118 90.000 58.]0) <6 . 63 . 195 16.523 9 • .111.111 (35 . 121 ) 
18.000 .193 6.50.111 .117 90.000 S' . 303 '6 . 6) .361 2) . 582 18.67 (n.308) 

Glbeteln (6) 7.626 .263 1 . 902 '8.296 1.111.52 .2119 30.90 37 . 25 
7.626 .2';9 .111.012 .1118.296 1 .... 70 . 526 '3.90 5 .... 67 
1.626 . 262 6 . 260 118.196 1 .... 57 . 821 66 . 6' 92 . 60 

hlho (7) 6 . 50.111 .3O'j 6.~.III .)07 38.189 __ .090 
70. '90 10.66 1. 000 119.270 181 . 55 

6. 50.111 • ')2 6 . 50.lil . .lill) 3.111.921 '2.6~ 62.510 1.5) 1.000 198 . 810 287.05 

" Ikl no (9) 5.512 .352 2.oo.lil .366 )).071 1115.8)0 70.).0 7.82 .)6111 '5 . 1¥,)0 7].29 
6.S08 .217 2.390 .22.1i1 )8.916 7) . )87 8'.1110 15 . 00 .367 2S . 880 '7 . 73 
6.SO.lll .217 2.386 . 22' 38.976 119.797 127 . .IiI80 15.02 . 367 117.390 88 . Z9 
6.50'" .217 2 . 382 .220 )9.976 119.797 127.1180 15 . 02 .366 '8 .078 72 . 7S 

"Iklno (10) 8.S08 .0866 6 . SO_ .177 52.362 )1.182 50. 0]6 "'9.12 .764 3. 687 8.70 7.911 
8.S211 .119 6.50. .177 52.)62 .1 . 6211 50.0]6 )5.97 . 763 10.2'28 18.111 17 •• 2 
8.1196 .150 6.500 .117 S2. )62 '50.906 69.181 28.25 . 76S 17 .62. 2 •• 71 30 .... z 
8 . '76 . U8 2.]90 .126 52.]62 50 . 0]6 69.0]6 213 . 56 .282 9 . 82' 15 • .IiI3 12.8S (18.79) 
8.S28 .lS1 •. 008 .091 52.]62 .1119.311 68.17S 28.21 .1170 10. "'76 17 . 611 1'j, 91 (27 . 12) 

" Iklno (II) 6.500 .167 6 . '80 .117 55.118 '1..11180 57.120 19 .... 7 .997 ]6.260 137. 79 

Rodrl quez (1"') 16.1.IiI2 . 37'" 8 . 661 . )07 )1.'96 1116.5110 21 . 58 .S17 101.39 
16.1112 .J1'" 8.661 ·307 7! •• O2 51. 1068 21 . 58 .5J1 127.69 

Sa..el lIS) 6 . 260 .197 3 . 268 119. )11 15.90 .511: 35.72 
6.260 . 197 3. 268 119.)11 1 S.90 .sn 1110.1) 

Taklzow. (11) 5'S . 1)(\13 1.11117 31. "91j . ... 72 118.11 36.83~ 67 . ... 0 19. II'S .S71 )19.750 \110.88 
')5.115 I. 11117 )1.11<;6 .1172 1113.11 II!. )71 "5.997 llJ •• 5 .571 11160;..090 1816.70 

"" -.; 
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Table A.2 Test Data 
___________ _ ______ _ _ • _____ ~ ___ ••• _ _ _ __ .. ___________ _______ ._~. ______ oo __ _ 

LClJ)S1),a:1 2 ') 6 1 11 9 11o II 12 13 Iq 1~ 16 11 HI I 19 120 
------- ------ ---------------. --------- .... _----------------------------
Tell 11 
P (klps) 0.1 ~.5 r'/j.1 1116.7 11].1 193.5 22].0 2,".0 Z70.l lI'>.1 C9:l.3 318.4 ]411.~ 368.0 393.1 111).2 
6 (in) 0.0 .011 .0)1 .059 .arz .C8) .10) . 1]1 ,157 .IEO .187 .219 .262 .):6 .~7 

Teu 12 
p (.d~) 0.0 119.9 g).11 1117.8 172. 3 ltJ).6 221.11 2415.S 269.1 29t1.9 319.5 )11].5 )61.1 ?)l.1 1(6. 2 1tJl.! ~.. tEli.3 185 .9 "91.5 
t, (In) 0.0 .015 .034 .(61 .m .100 .123 .150 .18] .216 .26:1 .))3 . Jj2 .1113 .1160 .536 .&:)] .~73 .7116 

Test T3 
P (kips) 0.0 1f9.3 101.1 151.3 115.5 200.7 221.'5 2117.8 273.1 2CJ4 . 1 Jl9.7 3~.5 366,6 399.4 413.6 ~.6 -s9.1 1183.6 506.8 519 .• 
1I (In) 0.0 .G?O .WI .ar.; .OJS .119 . 1115 .176 .m .1)11 .m .}7.j . )118 .396 .lIEO .28 .005 .&Jl .78:> 

Tet~ 

P (kips) 0.0 51.0 9).3 1117.7 172.9 197.8 221.8 2113.8 271.1 m.l '316.11 )'-J.' J6l.8 ]86.9 1iQI.2 '33." 1155.0 1161.) 
4 (In) 0.0 .019 .039 .a).II .C61 .100 .IZ1 .111S .119 .210 .251 .::Jl5 .311 ."9 .5'1 .65) .~3 .BZ6 

Test l'1 
p (lops 0.0 53.5 W.l 151.0 1"15 .Z 200.0 Z'2O.1 ZII6.7 ZI1 . 2 '8;.2 )18.1 )lIZ. 1 ~3.6 389.3 "2.7 1I)S.7 W).2 Ir15.Z 
.a (In) 0.0 .019 .OJII .OS7 .em .rJ!f . 106 .13) .162 .195 .132 .279 .332 .ttJ7 . 1IIJlI . W} .112 

Test i6 
P (ldp!o) 0.0 5.6 15.1 2fI.] nO 111 .6 tI6.'l 119.3 1I'J.6 
.a Un) 0.0 .® . 29ft .59] .&17 1.1r15 2.101 2.679 ).118] 

Test n 
p (lops) 0.0 5.5 10.5 20.0 28.5 38.7 lIB. 1 11].11 51.5 67.1 711.6 
.a (in) 0.0 .C27 .0S2 .006 . 1'j11 .~1 . 0'P2 .m .':0] .~ .cpr. 

Test 18 
p (ldp!l) 0.0 6.2 10.11 20.1 n.] 39.6 III1.S 56.? 62.9 67.6 'n.6 n.1I 82.) B6.'j 91.5 tfJ.7 
.a fin) 0.0 .016 .!I'6 .00') .0)0 .1]1 .170 .220 .2t1"j .m .PI .3'1' .381 . 11)0 .~ .rm 

Tf5t '!"J 
P ( '0;8 1 0.0 5.7 10.9 20.5 29.3 ~ . I lfI.'j, 51 .5 6".3 1f.C, 81.5 &J.e; 
A (1r.) 0.0 .!P7 .CJIn .000 .120 .1~ .2'1111 . . ?11 .]11] .IJ]II .'j'! ] .Iff) 

Test ro 
p t"'~1 0.0 1.2 10." 11.11 19.~ ]9.2 .... ~ 5:.1J M.5 r.J 7/.11 8>." lr.~ 611.9 
6 hnl 0.0 .fP2 .0] \ .ct.1 .IY<: .1)11 .11f .~ . ..,., • ~ .311 .~ .. II .~'~ ..... "'0 

Telt TIl 
P ( 1(1;:& ' 0.0 7.") I).'" i'O.1) ~.S 38.11 11"'.1 ~"'.l ~7.~ (. -' .1 fI.,.~, 71.11 "'.1 8:>.7 ~.' \0 
.a (In' 0.0 .'PT .rF.lJ .07.' .Ie' . 1 • .., ,' 31 .1 )1 .I~] .n? .:--. . '1(1 .p .JI1 ' .t(t (X) 

7.,. .. :' 
o r.;r ,."" " .' 1~." !1.' ...... ,.'1 III "'. "' 'f'. " i'll .. 

n 0.', .,'7 .'~''$. ..... 1 . 'e.. •· ... i·' ... ...... .~ 
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